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606 W Upsal St
Phila., Pa. 19119

12/30/80
Dr. Den # ,d F. Ross Jr.

Director
Division of Systems Integration
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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Re: NUREG-0668 Staff Review of "Radioecological Assessment of Wyhl'
Nuclear Power Plant"

Dear Dr. Ross,

I realize that ccaments on the NRC review of the Heidelberg Report
were due to your office by the end of October, but being relatively
new in this area of study I am at least a couple of monthes behind.
I hope you will be able to accept these comments from a physician
who is concerned about the possible health effects of the current
nuclear power program.

I must say that, perhaps because of my lack of prior involvement with
the NBC and its publications, I was somewhat surprised at the overall
tone of the reply to the Heidelberg group. It seemed unnecessarily
antagonistic and certainly uncritical of current NRC thought on the
subject of the biological implications of nuclear power plants. The
Heidelberg report raises a number of _inovative approaches which if
properly integrated could raise our current understanding of this
very important subject. It seems to me that to be entirely critical
of the Heidelberg study without reexamining one's own assumptions
ignores the spirit of science to which we should be striving.

For example, it seems resonable that the soil to plant transfer factors
of cesium and strntium will vary depending on the type of soil and the
type of vegetable, and also depend on other aspects such as concentration
of these isotopes in relation to depth of roots, biological availability,
etc. The attempt to quantify this as done in the Heidelberg report,

| although possibly not completely accurate as you have pointed out,
certainly is not without merit, and seems more realistic than assigning
the same value to all vegetables in all coils. Also, given the fact
that our nuclear reactors sit in a variety of climates, soil types,

and ap icultural settings, an individual assesment of each power station
would really be needed in order to tell what the predicted or actual
effects of releases might be. This does not appear to be taken into
account by the NRC, but is more specifically addressed by the Heidelberg
report. It woud. seem that there are some lessons to be learned.

I was very interested to read of the ongoing field measurments of levels
-of incorporated nuclides as this seems like one of the best ways to - O/begin to develop a science of environmental effects of released radio- 3nuclides. Unfortunately in NUREG-0668 the data was only touched on
lightly with few details, and so does not represent a critique of
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either the Heidelberg or the NRC's assesment of pathways or actual
amounts of incorporated radionuclides. Obviously, in the assesment
of the amount of absorbed nuclides in plant or animal one must be aware
of the prevailing meteorlogical conditions. A field upwind but very
close to a site of release will get much less exposure than a field
at some distance but downwind from the same site, (ref. 1) . It is
impossible to say from the data that you present whether this was taken
into account during the sampling. Perhaps the range you mention in
the tables represent differences in location and not differences in
time as you have suggested. Alternatively, it could represent changes
in wind direction or variability in amounts of releases from the nuclear
plants. Again in order to access this particular aspect, each plant
would have to be looked at on an individual basis with regard to pre-
vailing wind directions, specific releases, and ongoing sa=pling of
a variety of plants, milk, and animals.

I would like to point out that although the predictions of the Heidelberg
poup in terms of radiation incorporated into plants and animals does
not fall into the same range as measured by the individual utility
companies, if one takes into account the fact that the measured releases
are significantly less than predicted, the incorporation is well within
the predicted range. For example, Heidelberg calculations of Cesium 137
incorporationintovegetablesisbasedon.4Ci/yrrelease,theactual
measured release is given as .0026 Ci/yr, or a ratio of .0065 All
measured values for cesium 1J7 in vegetables were within or greater
than the range which is predicted from the Heidelberg figures using
this correction factor. The same is also true of Iodine 131 and
cesium 137 in milk. This would suggest to me that the Heidelberg
interpretations of the dispersal of nuclides into the environment is
correct. Nuclear facilities releasing amounts of Cesium 137 and other
nuclides in the range predicted by the Heidelberg group (ref. 2) may

| be contaminating the environment to a correspondingly greater extent.
1

I also find it particularly disturbing that the people who stand to
lose the most by disclosing unusual amounts of releases ..and environ-
mental contamination are the very ones who are providing the measurments.
This represents an obvious conflict of intrest and would be more appro-
priately handled by an unenvolved party such as the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency or the U.S. Geological Survey.

In sum ary,.I would like to suggest that the study of the environmental
effects of normally finctioning nuclear power plants frem the perspective
cf incorporation of released nuclides into surrounding flora and fauna
should be made into an exact science and is not served by polar attacks
on opposing views, but rather by critical collection and analysis of data.
We currently have the functioning experiments in the form of our existing
nuclear powered electrical generating stations. The scientific community
and the public at large would be well served by an in depth impartial'

analysis of the environmental and potential health effects of the releases
from these plants. This study would have to be independant of the industriies
agencies, and individuals who have a vested intrest in the outcome. From
the tone and content of NUREG-0668, it is apparent that this study will not
come from the NRC.

Sincerely,
. -

Thomas H. Roberts M.D.
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Plutonium Hazard in Respirable Dust on the Surface of Soil
,

Carl J. Johnson, Ronald R. Tidball and Ronald C. Severson
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Plutonium Hazard in Respirable Dust on the Surface of Soil ated by Rockwell International for the
- Energy Research and Deselopment Ad-

Abstract. Plutonium-239 in the ftne particulate soilfraction ofsurface dust is sub- ministration (ERDA). Activities at the
ject to suspension by air currents and is a potential health ha ard to humans who plant include processing radioactive
may inhale it. This respirable particulatefraction is defined as particles s 5 micro- chemicals and making weapons from ra-
meters. The respirablefraction ofsurface dust was separated by nitrasonic dispersion dioactive metals (2).
and a standard water-sedimentation procedure. Plutonium concentrations in this The Colorado State Health Depart-
frat tion of of-site soils located downwindfrom the Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons ment in 1973 proposed an interim stan.
Plant (Jeferson County. Colorado) were as much as 380 times the background con- dard for soil contaminated with Pu. set-
centration. It is proposed that this method of evaluation deftnes more precisely the ting the maximum allowable concentra-
potential health ha:ard from the respirable fraction of plutonium-contaminated tion at 2 disintegrations per minute per
soils. gram (dpm,g)(3). Land with Pu concen-

trations in excess of the standard would
Methods cf evaluating Pu inventones accidents in January 1966 and January require amelioratise treatment before

in soils are important because of the pos- 1%8. respectively. Evaluation of Pu (I) residential de,elopment could be ap-
sibility of soil contamination near Pu in the soilis of special importance in con- proved. However. the standard fails to
processing plants and nuclear generating taminated areas that are now considered defme " soil." Either single or composite
stations and areas where Pu has been ac- for residential development. One such samples of the soil at a depth of 0 to 0.5
cidentally released-for example. at area is in the vicinity of the Rocky Flats em f-m numerous locations in a devel-
Palomares. Spain and Thule. Green- . Nuclear Weapons Plant iJefferson Coun- opment area are reouired. Because such
land where Pu was released in airplane ty. Colorado), which is currently oper- samples include soil particles much too

large to be resuspended or inhaled, the
possible risk to health cannot be proper-
ly evaluated (4). Further. no provision is
made to prevent the treated soil from

j being recontaminated by redeposition ofsomfie k

G N /;n / Pu from more highly contaminated soils
/ M Mi'/ upwind. This redepositio, mechanism"

~2f,7 > potentially exists because winds in the
r-"7 I arca exceed 30 km hour for 500 to 600"''

/
\ (g)gItal

s.1 hours yearly. Wind speeds commonly
t

/\ reach 130 km, hour or more. with winds-
,

"( Devotooment blowing predominantly to the east ands

j southeast toward the Denver metropoli-'"''

i tan area (Figs. I and 2).

Iy -
# The plant is located about 16 km north.

i west of Denver and about 8 km from the- g, ''- cities of Boulder Westminster. and Ar-,

, 's vada. Approximately 200.000 people live
within 16 km and 600.000 people within" '

I / 32 km of the plant. Residential develw estminster
opment is now proposed within about 5N

' \ km of the plant (Fig.1). involving as:
many as 3000 homes or a potential popu-
!ation of about 10.000 persons (5).

Arvada Since the plant began operation in
1953, there have been two major fires
(1957 and 1%9). a large release of Pu to[gArea of

" ' off-site soils from a spill of metal-laden" ' * "

f cutting oil, and an accidental release of\ 88d'$ Denver
!' ' *

I Pu to the air in 1974. The major sources*

[d * "'"," $, of off-site contamination are consideredcolorado ,

to be emissions from the 1957 fire and the

Fig. I. Rocky Ftars Nasclear Weapons Plant and proposed housing development area. Isopleths oilleakage from corroded barrels of con-
are labeled is dissetegrassons per amnesse per gram of whole soil, calculated from values in (2). taminated cutting oil that were stored
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outside Mm. in 1958 C. 6). Al- The samples were washed and filtered to
,

though teakage of the barrels was first de- p-m remove soluble salts and dispersed withs

tected in 19M. storage in tnis manner / N a 300-watt ultrasonic probe for 15 min-

,- % 9 utes (8).continued until 1968. The oil-spill area f
Particles were separated according tohas since been partially covered with as- / 's si

phalt. / / o '" \ size by a standard water-sedimentation

/ , , - -}. / $ technique (9). Sodium metaphosphateA sursey of Pu inventories in off-site '

/ I "
12_ _ L was added when necessary to avoid floc-. soils was conducted by the Health and * '

Safety Laboratory of the Atomic Energy ( ( (/ | culation. The suspension containing the
,

% / desired size fraction was collected andCommission in 1970 C). The results are \ ,

e, ' freeze-drie d (10). The sedimentation*used in Fig.1. An off-site area of more \

than 50 km' had concentrations of Pu in \ \ - / techniq ary measure of the'

s.

excess of 10 me;km . Soil samples were ,' " effective" , m. of particles with ir-2 \
s

collected to a depth of 20 cm. which was '%__,_,' regular shapes that have settling rates
considered sufficiently deep to account calm 2% 5 equivalent to those of spheres of the

" " *
for the total deposition of Pu. The Pu in- same diameter and density. The thresh-

ventory was based on the weight of the old parameters used were based on parti-

whole soil sample, including plant parts Fig. 2. Rose diagram showing average direc- cles of plutonium oside having an eticc-
" tive masimum diameter of 5 gm and abut excluding larger rocks. 953 o 19 ows nt in he d rec ion o

Contaminated soils must be measured wind movement: velocity imit s per hour)is density of 11.16 g/cm'. The soil particles
against a background of Pu released dur- given at the end of each arrow; concenmc cir- separated include other mineral grains
ing atmospheric weapons testing. Of the cles show frequency of wind direction al- that have an equivalent maximum set-
300 to 500 ke of Pu released worldwide. tling velocity, but that also have some
about 10 to 15 ke is estimated to be pres- combination of smaller density and

larger diameter. The size fraction thusent in the soils of the United States and Table 1. Analyses of Pu in respirable dust
less than 10 percent is still suspended in (size fraction s 5 um in soil materwl s 2 defined is hereafter called the soil materi-
the atmosphere. In Colorado the back- mm) and in whole soil. In column 2 respirable al s 5 gm or " respirable dust" because
ground lesel has been estimated to be dust is shown as the percentage of whole soil w e assume this size fraction to be an ade-

*I F V
0.04 pc/cm or 0.08 dpm per gram of [[2** , [j' *,g'* 'f; *," "r W pi d e d8

,
Plutonium concentrations are given inwhole soil (7). gram of matenal s 5 gm: for Health Depart.

Sampling localities, each about 4 ha in ment samples these are averages of two analy- Table 1. The results shown are the aver-
area, were selected within proposed resi- ses. Relative enrP ...n tRE) is the ratio of ages of the determinations for duplicate
dential development areas downwind measured vab . s background value. split samples by twolaboratories U). Av.
from the plant (Fig.1). Several sampling "ca'.h Depart- eraging the two determinations is justi-
sites v.ere randomly selected within each cna samples fled because a t-test indicates no signifi-Contractor's
locality. In addition, one stream-sedi- Local. Respi- Pu in res. samples (13) cant difference between determinations
ment sample in section 18 and one ity rable pirable dust at P = .05. Analytical procedures used
sar ple of colian sediment in section 19 dust for Pu were those described by Talvitie

were collected. Within a 4-m' area at (%) dpm/g RE SmJs RE gy,f3,

each site. when the ground surfac, was 5,crion 7 Our estimate of background is 0.45
dry, a representative quantity of loose. 7-1 36.1 83 180 13.5 169 dpm per gram of soil material 5 5 m.

72 4 130 Samples from areas immediately down-surficial (about 0 to 0.5 cm deep) ss .I ma. f3 g
w nd from the plant show cuden:e af Pntenal was collected with a clean brush 7-4 18.8 170 380

and a clean plastic container. This area 5,crion is contamination considerably above ba+
provided a sufficiently large composite 18-1 19.8 36 80 0.2 2.5 grdund in the respirable dust. Tl
sample. All samples were compared 18-2 29A 24 53 0.14 1.8 pling area in section 7, which is atx : .

18 26 3 km immediately downwind from theagainst a background level estimated ,g

: from a control sample collected about 23 g,c, ion 19 plant area. has the largest amounts of Pu:

i km south-southeast of the Rocky Flats 19-1 62.2 1.4 * 3.1 59 to 170 dpmcg. Sites 7-3 and 7-4 are on

I plant. 19 2 46.3 2.lt 4.7 0.23 2.9 the flat crest of a low ridge that trends
19-3 36.5 1.3 t 2.9 east from the plant, and sites 7-1 and 7-2

'

The samples were analyzed in random # are on the north-facing slope of the sameorder so that any systematic laboratory 8-1 47.7 2.4 0.05 0.6
error would be converted to a random er- 8-2 51.2 1.0t 2.2 ridge but about 12 m lower in elevation.
ror. The objective in sample preparation 8-3 42.1 3.8t 8.4 Section 8, which is on the principal wind

was to disperse the soil microaggregates 8-4 31.5 2.8t 6.2 vector but about 5 km downwind. has I
to expose the Pu as much as possible. gj ,'gj gj y to 19 dpnt'g. Although sample sites in8 7 9 OR 9.0

Each sample was sieved through a 2-mm 8-7 37.6 11 24 section 18 are nearly the same distance
stainless steel screen: only the material 8-8 33.3 7.7 17 from the plant as those in section 7. we
that passed through the screen was re- 8-9 24.8 14 31 0.72 9.0 measured less Pu there, perhaps because

8-10 25.7 19 42 section 18 lies away from the principaltained for analysis. Approximately 50 g
of material in the size fraction s 2 mm 8j 3#d f9 N wind vector. Section 19. which is fartherg

, was placed on a steam bath ar'd treated Background from the plant and from the prmeipal
! with hydrogen peroxide to oxidize the or- Control 48.9 0.45 1 0.08 I wind vector, has the lowest values. Eo-

Han schem (sample % M was de-ganic matenal, particularly that present 'ErAan sedimeni from ground surface. tsample
as gram coatings or cementmg agents. from recently disturt ed soit rived from a freshly plowed field upwind

|
|

.
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had only 1.4 dpm g. The field is located mate resuspension factors (15). These or from subsequent accid:ntal releases
in a zone of expected cantamination factors are influenced by the moisture of radioactive material; and (iii) subse-
about 3.3 km southeast of he plant area. content of soil, wind speed, elevation quent disturbance of the soil by construc-
Plowing tends to E 2ribute the Pu abose ground, type of ground cover, and tion actisity or cultivation by home
throughout the plowed layer and reduce presence of pased surfaces. Mechanical gardeners may expose Pu particles at the
its probability of entrainment for the disturbances such as those produced by surface again. -

present, but it also creates a more ero- plowing, vehicular traffic, construction Useful data for evaluating the health
- sive surface until plant cover is reestab- work, or street sweeping can resuspend hazards of Pu contamination of soil may

lished. Stream sediment collected in sec- surface dust. However, air-monitoring be obtained by determining the amount
tion 18 contained 9.4 dpm/g. This sedi- data and resuspension factors do not ac- of Pu in the respirable-dust fraction (ma-
ment could be susceptible to wind count for the total Pu hazard in residen- terial 5 5 gm)on the surface of the soil.
erosion during periods when the stream tial areas (16), Some examples of other it would be more realistic to base interim
was at low now or dned up. types of potential exposure to Pu in the standards on the respirable. dust fraction

The distribution of Pu in respirable respirable dust on the surface of the soil because the very small particles in this
dust may be compared with previous de- are listed below. fraction have the greatest potential for

terminations by other methods in the I) Children playing on the ground or suspension and inhalation.
same areas (13). However, the different adults working outdoors can pick up CARL J. JoHssON

denominators used to express concentra- mud and dirt on their shoes and clothing Jeferson County Health Department,
tions make it inappropriate to draw di- and thus introduce dust into their homes. LaAen cod, Colorado 80226
rect comparisons between Pu in respi- Washing and drying of contaminated RoN ALO R. TIDBALL

rable dust and in whole soil. The present clothes can release significant amounts RoN ato C. SEVERsON

maximum allowable lev el in Colorado. 2 of dust through the exhaust of tne dryer. U.S. Geological Survey, Federal Center,

dpm per gram of whole soil, represents Such a mechanism of exposure has been LaAcw ood, Colorado 80225
an enrichment of 25 times the back- demonstrated by the 6nding of character-

seremnas med ses
ground level for w hole soil i0.08 dpm'g). istic neoplasms in the wives of asbestos
Corresponding enrichment factors based workers (17,13). Dust can also enter a 1. Sardes were anahzed for *Pu. *Pu. and

. . **Pu in laboratones of both the Colorado State
on respiratA dust are given in Table I: house through wmdows and ventilatmg Hea:th Department and the Energy Research

for example, sample 7-I contains 180 systems and be resuspended by house- *pa'jP,m'1y,m'",'{*y"g,,B,47,
times more Pu m the respirable dust frac- hold vacuuming and other cleaning oper- ed. eut va:ues ranged from o 04 to 1:4 dem s.

tion than is contained in our background ations (19). Pets track in fme particu- 1 Mg$'f,"U E. P. Hardy. USAEC Publ.
sample. lates, which may eventually become air- 3. R. L. Cleere. unpubhshed memorandum.

The sur6cial soil materials at diferent borne. These conditions can occur even [C.J.Joh
b r

Pluromum and orne* reaas.uramum armears.locations contain diferent percentages if a developed area has grass cover. #
of material s 5 gm (Table 1). The Pu 2) Chiidren playing outdoors may eat 7,id['f'n'fo',"YoI85o'.M CsES
concentration per gram represents a po- food with soiled hands and in other ways ,(nfo"$."f9Yp $54
tential dose rate. This concentration is to ingest or inhale unusual amounts of dust. 6. S. E. Poet and 'i. A. Marted. #catr4 P4vs. 23.

be distinguished from a total ins entory of Heavy-metal intake by this method was 7,{7j2h 3,t ,m m.w,,,n 7 ,,g po,,,o ,

respirable Pu. The greatest long-term found to be important in children with Rocky EtS ,aa, ,the Colorado State Health Ds
. partment. D.nver.1 October 1975. The fotom-

hazard, expressed as the largest total m.- lead poisoning who lived near a smelter ,n, ,,w,%,p is saen in ttus report: tmet
ventory, occurs at sites where both the at El Paso, Texas (20). km) g ,ogsi. M. aremmer./. so i sci.7
concentration per gram and the per- 3) Heavily used playgrounds tend to is.470 w7t

centage of material s 5 gm are high. be dusty, and strenuous playground ac- 9- Q,D{ in ejnj o s |y o E ^/.
4 Anals

5c n

Several sampling sites appear to have tivity can result in suspension and m- Madnon. Wis.. *5). part t. p. 545.

been disturbed recently by land-devel- halation of dust by children. * N * y *g i d f[ 5" " '#f #'#3 #

opment activity. In particular, sites 8-1 4) Local resuspension of dust may oc- 11. N. A. Taintie. Aaat chem. 43. Is:7097th

through 8-4 lie in a zone where elevated cur in the preparation and maintenance E t.p g. 7$,7,msiSTnai,s,s tadorarones,
levels of Pu could be expected. These of domestic gardens. Plutonium that has ghgggPubusned repons of soi
samples have Pu enrichment factors of been plowed under before residential de- i4. M. 4. Thompson and o. o. Hombacher oo.

no more than about eight times back- velopment may again be exposed by dig- Q'[*y, USA Rocky Ptars Div. Pow. Arr.E.m

ground. compared with 15 to 40 times ging for gardens. 13. J. W. Healy. Los Alamos scs. Lab. Publ. LA

background only 0.6 km closer to the The present regulatory code in Colora- i , $83g5$|,$8]r momionnEu.ata do not, d

source (samples 8-5 through 8-12). Dis- do requires that soils with radiation con- corroborate the redistnbution of resuspen-
sion of contammated dust from the ground sur-

turbance of the ground surface may ac- tamination that surpass the interim stan- face has occurred, because we do fmd Pu widely

count for this diminished concentration, dard of 2 dpm per gram of whole soil 5,cged do*ag,, ,, 7

or the local topography may have pro- must receive special treatment to reduce voecember i9 :1.p.12.
103.293

duced a fallout " shadow." the hazard to acceptable levels (7). Mix. 18. ,P , Champion. Am. An. Resper. Des.g

Estimates of health hazards from Pu ing the soil by plowing is presently ac- 19. N. M. tercoe and s. t. Inculet. ArcA. re.ron.

g ['.s. uo,g$7f M. Scholtz. J. J. Chisolm,f'*ghave been made on the basis of air-moni- cepted as one technique for treatment of
u b. uorrai. mi.v. Rea 22.405 0 97:1.toring data (1t), measurements of total contaminated land. We believe that this 21. We are indebted to G. Lucas of the Colorado

soil inventories of Pu G. 6), and measure- is an insufficient treatment because (i) Schooi of Mmes. who prouded assniance in the

ments of Pu concentration on the surface plowing tends to displace the Pu parti. sarnple deugn: M. Hanrahan of the Colorado
State Heahn Department. who amsted in the

of the soil (13). Air-monitoring data are cles frorr.15e ground surfacem mne po- survey procedure: and to D. L. Bokowski,

ofimportance in estimating human expo- sition at depth, but the Pu is still in the QD^j Qfag CQdo,,sja eg
,

sure through inhalation, and have been soil;(ii) a treated area can be recontami- anam s for plutomum.

used with soil-contamination data to esti- nated either from untreated land upwind 17 February 19'6; rensed :7 Apnl 19*6

- J .
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RADIOLOGICAL SURVEILLANCE STUDIES AT THE OYSTER CREEK BWR
NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION

3.3.9 Estimated annual radionuclide discharges. The effluent values discussed in the pro-
ceeding parts of Section 3.3 provide the radioactivity source terms for planning environmental j

measurements. The total discharged radioactivity and the ossociated radiation doses (discussed

in Section 3.3.10) based on estimates from measured values are os follows:
Estimated

annual
release, *

Radionuclide Ci

Goses

8.9 x 10fTRITIUM (as HT) 12.3 -yr.

2.7 x 10
(as HTO) 9.1

CARBON 14 5730. -vr. 3

NITROGEN 13 10. -min . 1. x 10
4

KRYPTON 83M 1.86 -hr. 3.1 x 104

KRYPTON 85M 4.48 -br. 6.9 x 10
2

1.7 x 10
KRYPTON 86 10.7 yr. 5

KRYPTON 87 76.3 -min . 1.3 x 10
5

KRYPTON 88 2.80 -hr. 1.4 x 10
2

KRYPTON 89 3.16 -min . 8.3 x 10
2

XENON 133
~ 11.9 -d. 3.7 x 10

3

XENON 133M 2.25 -d. 5.1 x 10
5

XENON 135 5.29 -d. 1.6 x 104

XENON 135M 15.65 -min 8.9 x 105

XENON 136 9.15 -br. 3.0 x 10
3

XENON 137 3.83 -min . 1.5 x 104
6.2 x 10XENON 138 14.17 -min.131

Porticles and I _j

CHROMlUM 51 27.7 -d. 2.5 x 10-2
MANGANESE 54 313. -d. 5.7 x 10

~

IRON 55 2.7 -yr. 4.1 x 10_
IRON 59 44.6 -d. 8.2 x 10-

3.2 x 10_2COBALT 58 71.3 -d. j
2.1 x 10

COBALT 60 5.26 -yr. -2
ZINC 65 244. -d. 6.0 x 10-2
STRONTIUM 89 50.5 -d. 3.2 x 10_4

1.8 x 10,
STRONTIUM 90 28.5 -yr.

6.6 x 10;jMOLYBDENUM 99 2.76 -d.
IODINE 131 8.06 -d. 1.7 x 10_j

1.2 x 10
CESIUM 134 2.07 yr.

5.7 x 10_2
-

CESIUM 136 13. -d. g

2.3 x 10
CESIUM 137 30.0 yr.
BARIUM 140 12.8 -d. 1.4 -2
CERIUM 141 32.8 -d. 4.7 x 10

NEPTUNIUM 239 2.34 -d. 8.5
H (as HT), 34C(asCO2 nd 85 Kr, the annual release reoresents the sum of the path-3

* Except for
ways; annual release of the former radionuclides are based on stock measurements. Values opply for

4on overage stock release rate of 3.9 x 10 uCi/s of gross radioactivity.

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, Office of Radiation Progroms, Eastern Environ-
mental Radiation Facility, Radiochemistry and Nuclear Engineering Bronch, Cincinnati, Ohio 45268


